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Freshii	offers	fast	food	that	is	deliciously	healthy		

 

 

REVIEW, TIDINGS PHOTOS: VERN 
UYETAKE - Doug Gillespie and employees 
Peyten Boutwell and Ali Stofle are confident 
that when customers try Freshii they will keep 
coming back for more. 

Americans don’t eat at fast food restaurants 
because they are healthy. We eat at them 
because they quickly fill the gaps in our 
stomachs.  

But, Freshii aims for something better. The 
new restaurant at Kruse Village offers quickly 
prepared food that is healthy for you and leaves 
your stomach a better place than it was before. 
Yet, customers will not be getting 
shortchanged on taste. Freshii food is delicious.  

Owner Doug Gillespie’s original idea was 
simply to obtain his own business franchise. He 
was not a crusader for healthy food. 
Fortunately, he found a business that contains 
everything he believes in.  

“I really believe in giving back to the community, improving our environment, and being good to 
the earth,” Gillespie said.  

He also believes in making money, and offering fresh, fast, tasty, healthy food will make 
Gillespie’s bank account healthier.  

“It’s delicious food you can eat every day,” Gillespie said. “You can order anything you want, 
and we can build it to order. We can fit our food for any dietary need.”  

But if you need your Freshii food so fast you don’t have time to release your creative juices, then 
consider the Pangoa bowl. Any fears of it being bland evaporate as soon as you taste this artistic 



mixture of brown rice, avocado, black beans, aged cheddar, corn, grape tomatoes, lime wedge, 
hot sauce, and your choice of chicken, steak, gourmet tuna and more. Even a cheeseburger addict 
would like a Pangoa.  

After you have finished this delicious meal, a satisfying thought occurs to you: “This is healthy 
for me.”  

“It’s been a wild 18 months,” said Gillespie, who opened his first Freshii restaurant in early 
2014. “Freshii is the right fit for more than food service. It’s an opportunity to better people’s 
lives at an affordable price.”  

The pursuit of good health is very big in Lake Oswego, and at Gillespie’s other Freshii outlets he 
says his customers usually come there four or five times a week.  

Besides the bowls, burritos, soups, salads, yogurt and smoothies, Freshii offers a juice experience 
that can detoxify your body. This is amazing but true.  

To make Freshii even more attractive, Gillespie has hired a bunch of fresh-faced and smart Lake 
Oswego high school kids.  

“When people go looking for fast food they don’t have a lot of healthy options,” noted Gillespie.  

Thanks to Freshii they now have a really good option.  

For more about Freshii, go to freshii.com.  

Freshii is located at 4811 Meadows Road, Suite 111. It is adjacent to several other restaurants in 
Kruse Village. There’s only one other Freshii in Oregon, and it’s in Portland — 100 S.W. Main 
St., Unit 130 — although there are Freshiis in more than 60 cities and 12 countries worldwide.  

Contact Cliff Newell at 503-636-1281 ext. 105 or cnewell@lakeoswegoreview.com .  

 

Lovers of fresh food will fall in love with Freshii, with 
its long food bar of fresh, healthy, tasty ingredients. 

	


